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Nothing Like the Movies
About once or twice a month Dustin
Hackbarth watches “Top Gun,” which has been
his favorite movie for as long as he can remember.
It’s a solitary experience for Hackbarth, and even
though he’s watched it countless times, he still
tears up when Goose dies. The opening scene is
what really hooks him into the movie.
They’re playing “Highway to the Danger
Zone” and you got the aircraft on top of the
aircraft carrier that’s ready to take off. The
teamwork, the coordination, just going along with
the excitement and the adrenaline. And the thrill
of being catapulted off an aircraft.
Watching it reminds him of when he was
young, before he graduated high school, before
he attended college, before he joined the Army
and before he learned that war is nothing like the
movies.
Hackbarth is not what you might picture a
soldier to look like. He’s not Sylvester Stallone
in “Rambo” or Arnold Schwarzenegger in
“Predator.” He isn’t tall (5’9”), is a little too
skinny and looks deceptively young for 27. His

thin hair is cut short and styled just ever so slightly
in the front, where it is longer and gently spiked.
If he wasn’t wearing his uniform, nothing would
give him away as a veteran who has served three
tours with the Army in Iraq.
When Hackbarth was 4 or 5, he would sit
down and watch “Top Gun” six times in a row.
He would run around and play Army all the time,
geared up in old Army uniforms he got from his
uncle, and waving toy guns like an action-movie
star. In high school, he joined the National Guard
Explorer Program, where he learned basic soldier
skills and first aid. He had always been focused
on joining the military, and in January of 2004
he graduated a semester early from high school
to enlist in the Army. His parents tried talking
him out of that idea. They told him wherever he
wanted to go, whatever college he could get into,
they would pay for it. Hackbarth wasn’t deterred
and enlisted anyway. He signed up for four years
with the U.S. Army in June 2004.
Hackbarth, the oldest son of a financial
planner and travel agent, and his two brothers
grew up in Oshkosh, Wis. The divorced father
of two is currently a junior studying political

Hackbarth at JSS Ur Baghdad, Iraq, July 7,
2008 in front of his destroyed housing unit after
improvised rocket assisted mortar attack.

science at UW Oshkosh, is in the ROTC program,
is an intern for Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) and
is enlisted in the National Guard. After he retires
from the military, he plans to run for an elected
office. Hackbarth plans to live his entire life as a
public servant.

The Danger Zone
It’s winter of 2005; it’s the time of the year
when Hackbarth would usually be wondering what
Christmas presents he’ll open up, but instead he is
sitting on a C-130 aircraft surrounded by his fellow
soldiers. They’re being deployed to the Dahlia
province in Iraq. He isn’t feeling fear; he has no
butterflies. Hackbarth is excited.
He’s trained for almost a year and a half as
a fire support specialist (also known as a forward
observer). He knows he will see combat, and in his
mind, he is ready for it. Looking back, he describes
his feelings as “naive excitement.” All he knew
was what Hollywood taught him.
All I had was those glorious war movies and
stuff like that fill your head with all kinds of crap of
what war is. We were flying on a C-130. It makes

a drastic dive toward the ground and then banks
back up into the air at a steep climb, makes a
sharp left-handed turn and then dives again. Now
when we were making our steep left-handed bank,
the one thing I remember looking at, was seeing
the flares shoot out the back of the plane, and then
we didn’t even taxi completely.
I was the second person off because I was
sitting right next to my battalion commander. The
Air Force guys were there pointing at the wings.
We had been shot at by AK-47s. The steep descent
was our initial landing, and then we get shot at
by AK-47s, which actually hit the plane, and then
another RPG [rocket-propelled grenade] was shot
and that’s why they banked up and shot the flares.
So after kinda putting all that together, it was like
‘what the hell did I get myself into?’
When Hackbarth was 4 or 5, he would
sit down and watch Top Gun six times in a
row. He would run around and play Army all
the time, geared up in old Army uniforms he
got from his uncle, and waving toy guns like
an action-movie star.

Hackbarth at Contingency Operating Base Apache sleeping on his Humvee after patrol.

This is Real
Hackbarth had his second eye-opening
experience on Jan. 7, 2007, around 10 p.m., when
his unit was helping recover a Humvee that was
run over by a tank. A call on the radio comes
through. Thermal signatures coming from a house
about 300 meters away suggest the presence of an
RPG-team, and Hackbarth’s Humvee is selected
to push toward the house to investigate, so they
slowly creep toward it for 200 meters or so.
It was definitely, definitely tense. I mean
we pretty much hot boxed it with cigarette smoke
because you had all five of us chain smoking in
it. That was actually coincidentally the day I
started smoking, because right after that I went
and bought my first pack of cigarettes. My team
chief, it was his second deployment, and for
everybody else: Toad, Smith, and my LT, we were
on our first deployment. We hadn’t been through
combat yet or seen it. So for us it was anxiety, a
lot of just unknown as to what’s going to happen.
Talking about worst-case scenarios. Going over
contingency plans. Just trying to prepare for the
worst case in the event that we actually do get
shot at by this RPG.

These are the “holy shit, this is real”
moments Hackbarth says are left out of the
movies, what ruins them for him.
Hackbarth says the best-case scenario, in
the event of an RPG being shot at them, would be
for it to hit the engine. That would probably only
injure the gunner. Worst case is an RPG hitting the
front driver windshield. Hackbarth says he doesn’t
know how many of the five inhabitants of the
Humvee would have been killed.
As it turns out, there is no RPG team, but the
impact of the situation is not lost on Hackbarth.
These are the “holy-shit-this-isreal” moments Hackbarth says are left out of the
movies, what ruins them for him. He’s picked
apart “The Hurt Locker,” saying he can’t help but
see everything wrong in the Oscar-winning film.

Accepting Death
Hackbarth describes March-July 2008 in
Iraq as complete chaos. A time when Apache
helicopters flying overhead and the sound of
rockets being launched became common. At
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Street in Baghdad from Hackbarth’s Humvee while on patrol.

midday, July 7, 2008, he is standing between
some containerized housing units (CHU) with a
few others, preparing to go on a quick supply run.
We hear the distinct sound of the rocket
going off. We start looking around because we
don’t hear any Apaches, and we’re wondering
where the hell the sound is coming from. Then
there was probably about 20 seconds, 25 seconds
and then just the earth-shattering boom that sent
us all running for cover.
They kept getting closer and as they were
impacting, my mindset pretty much changed, and
it changed me forever. I remember falling into my
room, trying to get some cover, and lying there on
the floor in the fetal position, praying ‘God, don’t
let me die.’ They were getting closer and the CHU
was starting to be ripped apart. You could see the
sunlight coming in more and more. And it was by,
probably about the fourth one that my prayers
changed to ‘just make it quick.’ I had accepted
death at that point in time, and that I might not be
coming home from this one.
Joint Service Station Ur, the shared base
between Americans and Iraqis that Hackbarth was

stationed at, was hit by nine Improvised Rocket
Assisted Mortars (IRAM), each containing about
200 pounds of explosives. Hackbarth, along with
his fellow soldiers, watched this attack later in
movie form, but it wasn’t on the big screen. The
insurgents who attacked their base had recorded
the attack as proof and put it on YouTube.
Hackbarth says watching it made him experience
the fear and anxiety of the attack again.

Hero of War
What does it mean to be a hero? To
Hackbarth, a hero is someone who sacrifices for
something greater than himself. He has seven
noteworthy people he considers to be heroes.
When Hackbarth talks about the friends he has
lost in Iraq, he looks away with pained eyes, and
his voice wavers. But he feels something else
too: utmost respect. These are the men Hackbarth
regards higher than any other.
I’ve had seven friends die over there. Three
at once during my first deployment, they were all
killed in an IED blast. The other four were during
my second deployment, and all four of them died
around February of 2006.

While I was over there, I just had to
suppress it. Couldn’t feel anything, couldn’t do
anything because I still had a job to do. I still
had to go out and take care of soldiers. When I
got home, that’s when it was difficult, knowing
that they weren’t here, talking to their wives,
and knowing that they had kids that were going
to grow up without their dad ... That’s definitely
the hardest part and a lot of it just kinda kills
you inside, just because of that survivor’s guilt.
Why them and not me? Because honestly, I mean,
I think they were all better men than me, and
definitely deserve to be here a lot more than I do.
One memory is particularly hard for
Hackbarth. His unit got intelligence about a
high-value person of interest. They tracked him
down and cornered him in a house, but he and
his bodyguards fought back. One of Hackbarth’s
good friends was just a few inches in front of
him. Shots were fired. His friend took two bullets
to the chest.   
Who was he? Hackbarth choked out a
name. His last name was Buckland.
How well did you know him? Pretty well.
Hackbarth declined to divulge any more
information other than to say, “There’s just a lot
of things that people really don’t need to know
that go on in the world.”

Band of Brothers
There is a consistent theme with Hackbarth
and his two brothers. They are all public
servants. His brother Adam, 22, fights forest fires
in Nevada, and is a snowboarding instructor in
California during winter. Ryan, 20, is in ROTC
with Hackbarth, and has aspirations to get into
civil affairs to help rebuild countries or become a
Foreign Affairs Officer and work at an embassy.   
What I think would be worse is
having to live with idea that something
you did caused the death of one of your
soldiers or you were responsible for
their death.

Ryan asked him about joining the military
during his third deployment in 2010. Ryan
initially wanted to join the Army, but Hackbarth
told him the Air Force would be more beneficial.
The debate ended when they agreed ROTC
would be the best fit for Ryan. Their relationship
has grown since then. It’s both competitive and
protective. Hackbarth worries about his brother.
But not just about being deployed and that he
might die, because Hackbarth believes there are
worse things that can happen while serving.
What I think would be worse is having
to live with the idea that something you did
caused the death of one of your soldiers or you
were responsible for their death. I think coming
back with that, in a lot of regards, is worse than
actually dying. I like to think that I’m the only one
that can give him shit. So when anyone else does,
I tend to get a little protective because he’s my
brother. We still like to joke around and give each
other shit as much as ever, but we do rely on each
other and know that we are there for each other.
If his little brother gets deployed, Hackbarth
will do everything to ship out with him. He has
to be there to look after him, whether Ryan wants
him to or not. The Hackbarth brothers credit their
parents for their desire to serve. They taught them
to give more than they receive, to help whenever
they can, that the impact they leave on others is
what their legacy will be. For Hackbarth, if he’s
called to serve in the war zone again, he will step
up.
If I don’t do it, who will?
Dustin Hackbarth is scheduled to graduate
from UW Oshkosh in December 2015 with a
Bachelor of Science degree in political science.
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